StreamView
Continuous High-Speed Streaming Video for up to 8-hours over gigabit ethernet

Designed for video recording applications such as sports events, facility or production line monitoring, gait analysis, or traffic flow, StreamView provides a low-cost alternative by streaming VGA resolution video to host PC memory for several seconds or to disk array for several hours. Let SVSi deliver a full camera system with computer, cabling, and software fully tested before leaving the factory.

StreamView is a high-speed camera capable of streaming 640x480 (VGA) video at 250 frames-per-second or 1280x720 (HD) video at 90 frames-per-second. Designed for monitoring production and packaging lines, sports analysis, and surveillance, StreamView can be setup for use with a computer’s hard disk array to record for hours on end or to burst to computer memory for several seconds. Give us your recording and frame-rate specifications and SVSi will deliver a complete digital video recording system.

Features

• 1280 x 1024 max resolution
• Variable frame-rate
• High speed shutter
• Auto-exposure
• Externally trigger-able
• Complete easy-to-use software for video record and playback

Applications

• Troubleshooting machinery
• Monitoring production lines
• Sports Analysis
• Weapons Testing
• Surveillance
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